  Name :



List in order of preference the exchange sites you would like to attend -- Chicago, IL -- Miami, FL -- New
Orleans, LA, -- Princeton, NJ -- San Francisco, CA. Make sure you rank them in order, starting with “a”
as most interested.  All attempts will be made to connect you with schools that interest you most.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Would you consider using one week of your Spring Break (March 12 - March 23) to travel to a host
school? Note:  This is not a requirement.
                                                           Yes   _____

   No  ___

1.  Why are you interested in participating in the exchange program?  Give two or three reasons.

2.     In what ways do you think you would be a good ambassador for Sacred Heart Greenwich?

3. While you are visiting a Network school, you will be expected to participate in class and complete any
homework assignments. How responsible do you feel you are when it comes to participating in those
classes and completing your homework for those teachers?

4. The Network Exchange lasts for one week. Have you ever spent more than three or four nights away
from your family for any reason? Please describe the length of those trips, what they were for, and how
you coped being away from your family.

5. Imagine that you have been selected to go to an exchange school. Write a brief letter to your “host”
student and share information about yourself that gives a glimpse of your personality and interests.

PARENT RESPONSES:
1.  Why are you giving your daughter permission to participate in this program?

2. Please write a paragraph that best describes your daughter. For instance, you could talk about her
likes and dislikes, or share any traits of her personality that could provide more insight for the exchange
selection committee, as well as for potential host families.

3. If the family that is chosen to host your daughter is also interested in sending their 8th grade student to
visit Sacred Heart Greenwich for one week, would you be willing to be a host family? Please note: no
family is required to host another student; we can search for different family to serve this role. However,
we ask that you strongly consider hosting as it does provide a more enriching experience for your
daughter to host a student from our sister schools.

4. When an exchange student visits Sacred Heart, we ask that host families provide a glimpse/taste of
the NYC metropolitan area. What are some possible experiences (we will not hold you to what you write
here!) you could share with the visiting student?

5.  In order to provide a good experience for visiting students, please share the following information:
Does your daughter participate in any after-school activities in the spring?

Do you have pets (important info for visiting kids with allergies)?

Does your daughter have siblings?  If so, what are their ages?

Does your daughter take the bus to/from school?  Since there are some bus companies that restrict
friends/guest to ride on their buses, it’s important to know if transportation will be an issue.

